[Detection and analysis of polymorphisms of 59571364 and 59912586 loci on X chromosome in fat-tail and thin-tail sheep flocks].
In order to analyze the correlation of tail fat deposition and two SNP loci on Ovis arise chromosome X and provide a theoretical basis for using molecular assisted selection technology in further low-fat sheep breeding, the breeds with extreme differences in tail types (Altay, Small Tail Han Sheep, Hu, Chinese Merino and Suffolk) were used to detect the polymorphisms of two SNP loci on X chromosome and the haplotypes with PCR-RFLP method. The results showed that the TT genotype at 59571364 locus and GG genotype at 59912586 locus were preponderant genotypes in thin-tailed Chinese Merino and Suffolk sheep flocks, while the percentage of the two genotypes in fat-tailed (fat-rmup) Altay and Hu flocks is less than 2%. Haplotype analysis showed that CA haplotype is the main haplotype, the percentage of CA is up to 55%, and the percentage of CA and TA haplotypes together was 88.33% in Altay sheep flock. These results suggest that there are great differences in the SNP distribution of the 59571364 and 59912586 loci among different tail-typed sheep flocks, which can be used as molecular markers in high or low fat sheep breeding.